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The complex and literally disturbing music of The Kiss That Took A Trip
(TKTTAT from now on) - clearly not intended for people with short attention
spans or if you prefer ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder or the
ants-in-the-pants syndrome for that matter). In fact, the first five minutes the one-man projects' personal "bear with me or get the fuck out of here"
message to the world. To be frank... I freaked out for a couple of minutes on
first spin as I pushed the botton that read skip, fast forward.
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C'mon, it's 9.55 minute of various strange noises and the slow build-up featuring a truck motor? To cope
with absolutely everything on the opening track, "Xehia, Ohio", you're probably going to need the
patience of Slash, desperately awaiting for Axl to change his mind re: the Guns N Roses reunion, thus
the comeback of his career. It's like the first time you heard the ultra slow build-up by Mike Oldfield and
those darn bells only in a modern and very different version. Let's just say that I liked it better on
second and third spin.
"How The Mighty Have Fallen" - the third and latest album by TKTTAT aka the (weird) Spanish bloke by
the name of M.D. Trello. Indeed, yet another (90%) instrumental, ambient, experimental, new-age,
progressive, CD as of lately (see Gerald Krampl review elsewhere) but from a completely different
angle/view and take at the pretentious and difficult. Electronic and synthetic sounds that at first will
have you thinking about Brian Eno, Mike Oldfield, Front 242, Visage, Mogwai. But, soon you'll discover
the spacey segments of Pink Floyd/Crimson, the industrial influence of Trent Reznor in the far distance,
and obviously the pinch of jazz. drone, and score music.
Kraftwerk? Not nearly as much as expected. On the other hand, the track, "Black Nectar", display the
love for Eno as well as eighties synth and Talk Talk? Final Verdict: Abstract, freeform, ambient songs
that morph instead of following the traditional plan or structure. Outside the box and anti-commercial.
TKTTAT may not be found at the album and single charts, but definitely worthy of a special place at the
basement of every disturbed fan of ambient/electronic music. It's weird in a nice way... or nice in a
weird way...
http://www.thekissthattookatrip.com
facebook page
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